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Abstract  

 

Aims: Remdesivir is a prodrug of an adenosine triphosphate analogue and is currently the only drug 

formally approved for the treatment of hospitalised COVID-19 patients. Nucleoside/nucleotide 

analogues have been shown to induce mitochondrial damage and cardiotoxicity, and this may be 

exacerbated by hypoxia, which frequently occurs in severe COVID-19 patients. Although there have 

been few reports of adverse cardiovascular events associated with remdesivir, clinical data are 

limited. Here, we investigated whether remdesivir induced cardiotoxicity using an in vitro human 

cardiac model. 

Methods and Results: Human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) 

were exposed to remdesivir under normoxic and hypoxic conditions to simulate mild and severe 

COVID-19 respectively. Remdesivir induced mitochondrial fragmentation, reduced redox potential 

and suppressed mitochondrial respiration at levels below the estimated plasma concentration under 

both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. Non-mitochondrial damage such as electrophysiological 

alterations and sarcomere disarray were also observed. Importantly, some of these changes persisted 

after the cessation of treatment, culminating in increased cell death. Mechanistically, we found that 

inhibition of DRP1, a regulator of mitochondrial fission, ameliorated the cardiotoxic effects of 

remdesivir, showing that remdesivir-induced cardiotoxicity was preventable and excessive 

mitochondrial fission might contribute to this phenotype. 

Conclusions: Using an in vitro model, we demonstrated that remdesivir can induce cardiotoxicity in 

hiPSC-CMs at clinically relevant concentrations. These results reveal previously unknown potential 

side-effects of remdesivir and highlight the importance of further investigations with in vivo animal 

models and active clinical monitoring to prevent lasting cardiac damage to patients.  
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Translational perspective:  

Adult cardiomyocytes have limited ability to regenerate, thus treatment-induced cardiotoxicity can 

potentially cause irreparable harm. Remdesivir is currently the only FDA approved treatment for 

COVID-19 but clinical safety data are limited. Using human pluripotent stem cell-derived 

cardiomyocytes, we revealed that remdesivir induced persistent mitochondrial and structural 

abnormalities at clinically relevant concentrations. We advise confirmatory experiments in in vivo 

animal models, investigations of cardioprotective strategies, and closer patient monitoring such that 

treatment-induced cardiotoxicity does not contribute to the long term sequelae of COVID-19 patients.   
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1. Introduction 1 

 2 

 Coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19), which is caused by severe acute respiratory 3 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has claimed millions of casualties worldwide. Although 4 

COVID-19 primarily affects the respiratory system, cardiac damage is prevalent, occurring in 20-5 

30% of hospitalised patients and contributing to 40% of deaths.1  The urgency of the COVID-19 6 

pandemic has demanded the rapid development of therapeutic strategies. To this end, remdesivir, a 7 

compound originally designed for the treatment of Ebola virus disease, has been repurposed for use 8 

against COVID-19. Remdesivir has broad spectrum activity against multiple RNA viruses and 9 

inhibits SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 in vitro and in vivo.2-4 In a double-blind, 10 

placebo-controlled multicentre clinical trial, 1062 persons with COVID-19 were randomised to 11 

receive a 10-day treatment of remdesivir or placebo.5 Patients who received remdesivir experienced 12 

a statistically significant decline in the median recovery time to 10 days vs 15 days in the placebo 13 

group. Mortality was reduced to 6.7% (remdesivir) vs 11.9% (placebo) by day 15, and 11.4% 14 

(remdesivir) vs 15.2% (placebo) by day 29 (hazard ratio, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.52 to 1.03).5 These results 15 

are consistent with a smaller placebo-controlled trial involving 237 patients which showed a 16 

statistically non-significant faster time to clinical improvement in patients who received remdesivir 17 

compared to control (21 vs 23 days), particularly in those who received the drug within 10 days of 18 

onset of symptoms (16 vs 23 days)6. These results are contradictory to the larger open-label WHO 19 

Solidarity trial, in which no clinical or survival benefit was observed.7 Among patient subgroups, 20 

those with moderately severe disease (requiring supplemental oxygen) responded better than those 21 

with mild (not requiring oxygen) and severe disease (requiring high flow oxygen or mechanical 22 

ventilation).5 Serious adverse events were detected at similar rates in the remdesivir treatment vs 23 

placebo group.5 Remdesivir was first granted emergency use authorisation for the treatment of 24 

COVID-19 patients on the May 1, 2020 and was the first and, at the time of writing, the only drug to 25 
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receive formal approval from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on the Oct 22, 2020 for 26 

use in adults and children hospitalised with suspected or laboratory confirmed COVID-19.  27 

 Remdesivir is a prodrug of an adenosine triphosphate analogue which binds to RNA-28 

dependent RNA polymerase to inhibit viral replication.8 Nucleotide/nucleoside analogues are 29 

important treatment against RNA viruses but their use have been associated with increased incidences 30 

of mitochondrial toxicity, which mainly affects tissues with high energy demand such as the heart.9 31 

The mitochondria comprise ~30% of the volume of adult cardiomyocytes (CMs), and are critical for 32 

cardiac metabolism and apoptosis. Damage to this organelle can therefore severely impair cardiac 33 

function. For instance, the clinical development of the nucleotide/nucleoside analogue BMS-986094 34 

was terminated due to lethal cardiotoxicity.10 Toxicity is largely attributed to inhibition of Pol-γ11 and 35 

POLRMT12, the DNA and RNA polymerases responsible for the synthesis and transcription of 36 

mitochondria DNA. Other mechanisms of mitochondrial interference, such as inhibition of and 37 

alterations in the expression of mitochondrial genes and proteins13, enhanced production of 38 

mitochondrial reactive oxygen species14 have been proposed. Although there have been few reports 39 

of adverse cardiac effects related to the use of remdesivir, clinical data are currently limited.  40 

Patients with COVID-19 are vulnerable to treatment induced cardiotoxicity due to the high 41 

prevalence of cardiovascular damage among these individuals.15  Many factors may contribute to 42 

heart injury including pre-existing cardiovascular co-morbidities16, 17, direct viral infection of CMs18-43 

22, acute inflammation and myocarditis23, and hypoxia-induced cardiac damage24. Acute 44 

inflammation in the lungs can compromise respiratory function, leading to low oxygen saturation in 45 

the blood and hypoxia in the heart. Dypsnea and low oxygen saturation are observed in 50-60% of 46 

hospitalised patients with COVID-19, and are associated with greater risk of cardiac damage and poor 47 

prognosis.25, 26 The heart is metabolically demanding, and is reliant on oxygen to drive oxidative 48 

phosphorylation in the mitochondria. Increased cardiometabolic demand associated with systemic 49 

infection, coupled with hypoxia caused by acute respiratory illness can disturb the balance between 50 

myocardial oxygen demand and supply to result in mitochondrial dysfunction and injury. Remdesivir 51 
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was initially indicated for use in patients with moderate/severe COVID-19 who requires supplemental 52 

oxygen, although this was later broadened to all hospitalised patients. In moderate/severe patients, 53 

systemic hypoxemia may damage the heart, and thereby increases susceptibility to the potential 54 

adverse effects of remdesivir. 55 

Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) can self-renew in culture; their differentiation 56 

to the cardiac lineage represents a potentially unlimited source of CMs for disease modelling and 57 

cardiotoxicity testing.27-29. Human iPSC derived CMs (hiPSC-CMs) spontaneously contract, express 58 

genes/proteins associated with cardiac identity and recapitulate key aspects of human cardiac 59 

physiology27, 30. Specifically, hiPSC-CMs have been shown to respond to agents which damage the 60 

mitochondria and are now an important component of cardiotoxicity testing.28, 29, 31 In the context of 61 

COVID-19, hiPSC-CMs were recently used to demonstrate direct infection of CMs by SARS-CoV-62 

2.18, 19, 22, 32, 33 Sarcomeric disarray, cessation of beating, electrical and contractile disturbances, and 63 

apoptosis were observed after infection.18, 33 Transcriptional analysis further revealed significant 64 

downregulation of genes important for mitochondrial function and oxidative phosphorylation in 65 

infected hPSC-CMs.18 Human iPSC-CMs are therefore a suitable platform for the evaluation of the 66 

adverse cardiac effects of COVID-19 treatment. 67 

  Here, we investigated the cardiotoxic effects of remdesivir by exposing hiPSC-CMs to 68 

clinically relevant concentrations of this drug under normoxic and hypoxic conditions to simulate (i) 69 

prophylactic use in healthy individuals and treatment for patients with mild COVID-19, and (ii) 70 

therapeutic use in patients with severe COVID-19 suffering from pneumonia induced hypoxemia 71 

respectively. Remdesivir induced mitochondrial dysfunction in the form of reduced redox potential 72 

and respiration, mitochondrial fragmentation, as well as structural abnormalities at concentrations 73 

several folds below Cmax under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. Importantly, some of these 74 

changes persisted after the withdrawal of this drug. Inhibition of mitochondrial fission ameliorated 75 

remdesivir induced damage, showing that disturbed mitochondrial dynamics was a mechanistic 76 

contributor to the cardiotoxic effects of remdesivir. 77 
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 78 

2. Methods 79 

 80 

2.1  Human hPSC culture and cardiac differentiation 81 

We used the hiPSC line AICS-0060-027 (Allen Cell Collection) for our experiments unless otherwise 82 

indicated. The cell line is a derivative of the parental line (WTC-11), and contains a mono-allelic 83 

mEGFP-tagged MYL2 modification, and was cultured as per instructions from Allen Cell Collection. 84 

Cardiac differentiation was performed via the modulation of the WNT signalling pathway. 85 

 86 

2.2 Evaluation of mitochondrial function 87 

Mitochondrial redox activity was measured using the resazurin-based PrestoBlue assay (Thermo 88 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Mitochondrial respiration was monitored using a Seahorse 89 

extracellular flux analyzer (XFe-96) (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA) using the mito stress assay. 90 

For evaluation of mitochondrial and nuclear morphology, cells were incubated with the MitoTracker 91 

Deep Red FM dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Hoescht 33342 dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 92 

and scored. Mitochondrial superoxide (O2
-) levels were assayed using the MitoSOX™ Red reagent 93 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Mitochondrial membrane potential (Δψm) was measured using the 94 

tetramethylrhodamine, ethyl ester (TMRE) (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  95 

 96 

2.3  Action potential measurements 97 

Action potential was measured with ruptured whole-cell patch-clamp. 98 

 99 

Please see supplemental methods for details. 100 

 101 

3. Results 102 

  103 
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3.1 Remdesivir induced mitochondrial abnormalities in hiPSC-CMs  104 

 We utilised an hiPSC line (AICS-0060-027) in which the cardiac ventricular marker, MLC2V, 105 

is tagged with the eGFP fluorescent reporter. Human iPSC-CMs were generated using an established 106 

monolayer differentiation protocol via modulation of the WNT signalling pathway, followed by 107 

metabolic selection (Fig. S1A)34. Spontaneous contractions could be observed by days 7-8 of 108 

differentiation. Flow cytometry experiments showed that hiPSC cardiac cultures were >95% positive 109 

for cardiac Troponin-T, an established marker of CMs, and MLC2V-eGFP+ ventricular CMs 110 

comprised ~80% of the population at the time of assay (Fig. S1B). CMs were used after day 40 of 111 

differentiation, when they assumed an oblong, elongated morphology, with α-actinin and MLC2V-112 

eGFP localised to the Z-disks and A-band respectively (Fig. S1C). Human iPSC-CMs expressed 113 

low/high levels of MYH6 and MYH7, commonly associated with structural immaturity/maturity 114 

respectively (Fig. S1D).35 These results showed that the hiPSC-CMs had a high degree of structural 115 

organisation and were suitable for the modelling of human cardiac dysfunction. 116 

Human iPSC-CMs were exposed to remdesivir under normal and hypoxic conditions for three 117 

days. Since remdesivir is thought to be most beneficial to patients who receive supplemental oxygen 118 

(i.e. mild hypoxia), but not high flow oxygen (severe hypoxia), we chose an oxygen (O2) 119 

concentration of 2.5% to simulate mild hypoxia that did not directly cause cell death but may instead 120 

potentiate damage induced by external stimuli. Human iPSC-CMs exposed to 2.5% O2 were viable, 121 

beat and were morphologically indistinguishable from hiPSC-CMs cultured under normoxic (20% 122 

O2) conditions.  123 

To determine if remdesivir induced mitochondrial dysfunction, we first compared the redox 124 

potential of hiPSC-CMs treated with different doses of this drug under normoxic and hypoxic 125 

conditions. The 50% effective concentration (EC50) of remdesivir in vitro is in the (sub)micromolar 126 

range while the Cmax of remdesivir in healthy volunteers is 9.0 and 4.3 μM on day 1 and 5 of 127 

treatment respectively.36 A dose range of 0.1-12.5μM was chosen to represent clinically relevant 128 

concentrations of remdesivir for cardiotoxicity evaluations. Redox potential is mostly driven by the 129 
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proton gradient in the mitochondria and is often used as an indicator of metabolic activity in this 130 

organelle. Remdesivir dose-dependently reduced redox potential under normoxic and hypoxic 131 

conditions (Fig. 1A). While remdesivir had negligible effects at low doses (0.1 µM and 0.5 µM), it 132 

significantly decreased redox activity at 2.5 µM and 12.5 µM by 21.0±3.9% and 35.9±4.0% under 133 

normoxic, and by 22.5±5.4% and 28.7±6.9% under hypoxic conditions respectively.  134 

Next, we tested the effect of remdesivir on mitochondrial respiration, which is critical for 135 

cardiac metabolism. Seahorse metabolic flux assay showed that remdesivir repressed respiration in a 136 

dose-dependent manner (Fig. 1B). Under normoxic conditions, remdesivir significantly reduced basal 137 

respiration and ATP production by 59.8±5.7% and 68.3±8.3% respectively when applied at 2.5 µM. 138 

Under hypoxic conditions, remdesivir significantly reduced basal respiration by 33.3±6.1% and 139 

36.3±8.7% at 0.5 µM and 2.5 µM; maximal respiration at 37.7±8.0% at 2.5 µM; and ATP production 140 

at 24.9±5.9% and 37.5±8.4% at 0.1 µM and 0.5 µM. Remdesivir at 12.5 µM produced highly variable 141 

effects of oxygen consumption. 142 

Mitochondrial dynamics constitutes part of the quality control process of this organelle and is 143 

maintained by a balance between fusion and fission, which promote the elongation and fragmentation 144 

of mitochondria, respectively.37, 38 Since mitochondrial dynamics is frequently disturbed by 145 

cardiotoxins, we investigated whether remdesivir altered mitochondrial morphology. Fluorescence 146 

imaging of mitochondrial dye revealed three patterns of mitochondrial morphologies among hiPSC-147 

CMs (Fig. 1C and S2A). The first consisted of densely organised, elongated mitochondrial networks 148 

spread throughout the cytoplasm and this is considered to represent a healthy balance of fission and 149 

fusion. The second had punctate, fragmented mitochondria consistent with increased fission. The last 150 

had mitochondria located around the nucleus, also suggestive of an imbalance towards increased 151 

fission. All hiPSC-CM samples exhibited a mixture of the three phenotypes, but in different 152 

proportions. Control, normoxic hiPSC-CMs primarily had an elongated mitochondrial network while 153 

remdesivir induced mitochondrial fragmentation in a dose-dependent manner (Fig 1C). Under 154 

normoxic conditions, the proportion of cells with elongated mitochondria significantly decreased 155 
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from 65.1±6.8% in control hiPSC-CMs to 43.9±7.5%, 27.3±6.0%, and 13.4±5.0% upon treatment 156 

with increasing doses of remdesivir at 0.5, 2.5 µM and 12.5 µM respectively, and this was 157 

accompanied by a corresponding increase in the proportion of cells with punctate, fragmented 158 

mitochondria from 21.0±5.9% to 44.4±7.1, 57.3±7.2 and 64.4±9.5%. Similarly, hypoxia decreased 159 

the prevalence of elongated mitochondria in favour of punctate mitochondria and this worsened with 160 

increasing doses of remdesivir. The proportion of elongated mitochondria significantly decreased 161 

from 45.1±7.8% in control hPSC-CMs to 18.7±3.0% and 17.8±4.2% upon treatment with 2.5 µM and 162 

12.5 µM of remdesivir, while the proportion of punctate mitochondria rose from 37.3±6.1% in 163 

control, to 64.4±4.1% and 58.9±8% at the same doses. The proportion of cells with perinuclear 164 

mitochondria was similar in all samples. Consistent with these results, immunostaining for TOM20, 165 

a protein present in the outer mitochondrial membrane that is commonly used as a marker of 166 

mitochondria, also revealed mitochondrial fragmentation in hiPSC-CMs treated with remdesivir (Fig. 167 

S3A). The mitochondrial mass of hiPSC-CMs, as measured by the intensity of mitochondrial dye 168 

staining, was not statistically different among different groups (Fig. S4A), showing that remdesivir 169 

promoted mitochondrial fragmentation but did not alter mitochondrial mass in hiPSC-CMs.  170 

 To determine if increased oxidative stress contributed to the toxic effects of remdesivir, the 171 

level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the form of mitochondrial superoxide was measured using 172 

the MitoSox red dye and was found to be similar in control and treated hiPSC-CMs (Fig. S4B). These 173 

results were further confirmed using the CellRox dye, an indicator of ROS in the cytoplasm as well 174 

as the mitochondria (data not shown).  175 

 We next tested whether remdesivir induced the depolarisation of the mitochondrial membrane 176 

potential (Δψm), which is commonly considered to be a prelude to irreversible apoptosis and cell 177 

death. No statistically significant decrease in Δψm was detected (Fig. S4C). 178 

 To investigate if remdesivir disturbed the expression of genes important for mitochondrial 179 

function, we measured the mRNA levels of genes encoding components of electron transport chain 180 

(ETC) encompassing the mitochondrial complex I (MT-ND1 and MT-ND5), II (SDHA), IV 181 
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(COX6A2) and V (ATP6), as well as a non-ETC gene encoding a mediator of fatty acid β-oxidation 182 

in the mitochondria (ACADVL) (Fig. 2). With the exception of SDHA, remdesivir dose-dependently 183 

and significantly reduced the expression of ETC genes including ND1, ND5, COX6A2 and ATP6, 184 

while ACADVL mRNA levels were similar among all samples. Of the ETC genes, MT-ND1, MT-185 

ND5 and ATP6 are encoded by the mitochondrial genome, while COX6A2 and SDHA are encoded 186 

by the nuclear genome. Thus, the effect of remdesivir was not limited to mitochondrial- or nuclear-187 

encoded genes. Overall, the general repression of ETC gene transcripts was consistent with and might 188 

contribute to the reduced redox potential and mitochondrial respiration detected (Fig 1A and B). 189 

 190 

3.2 Remdesivir induced structural abnormalities but not cell death 191 

In addition to mitochondrial dysfunction, non-mitochondrial damage was observed in 192 

remdesivir-treated cells and manifested as perturbations in sarcomeric arrangement. In control hiPSC-193 

CMs, eGFP-tagged MLC2V assumed a densely-packed striated appearance along myofilaments 194 

which spanned the entire cell, reflecting its localisation to the thick filaments of sarcomeres (Fig S1C 195 

and 3A). Low doses of remdesivir (0.1 and 0.5 µM) did not have any noticeable effect under normoxic 196 

conditions, but 0.5 µM of remdesivir under hypoxia induced the thinning and truncation of myofibrils. 197 

Human iPSC-CMs treated with 2.5 and 12.5 µM of remdesivir had greatly disorganised myofibrils 198 

under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. While cells with striated structures could still be found, 199 

sparse and truncated myofibrils, and patchy MLC2V-eGFP signal with no or poorly discernible 200 

organisation were common. Similarly, immunostaining against α-actinin, a protein located at the Z-201 

lines of CMs, also revealed severe disorganisation and areas of barely detectable signal in hiPSC-202 

CMs treated with 2.5 and 12.5 µM of remdesivir (Fig. S3B).  203 

  We next tested if remdesivir induced apoptosis or cell death in hiPSC-CM cultures. Nuclear 204 

condensation is a sign of apoptosis and manifest as brightly-stained, small and ‘condensed’ nuclei 205 

(Fig. S2B). Staining with the Hoescht nuclear dye did not reveal any significant increase in the 206 

number of condensed nuclei following remdesivir treatment (Fig 3B). Consistently, nuclear area and 207 
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staining intensity were similar in control and remdesivir treatment groups irrespective of dose and 208 

normoxia/hypoxia (Fig. S5). No significant difference in cell number was observed among all 209 

samples, demonstrating the absence of significant cell detachment (Fig. S5). We thus concluded that 210 

remdesivir did not significantly induce cell death in hiPSC-CM cultures. 211 

 212 

3.3 Remdesivir altered the electrophysiological properties of hiPSC-CMs 213 

 In addition to mitochondrial toxicity, we also tested if remdesivir disturbed the 214 

electrophysiological properties of hiPSC-CMs. Single cell patch clamp analysis showed that 215 

remdesivir (2.5 µM) significantly reduced spontaneous firing frequency (Control 0.89±0.14 vs 216 

remdesivir 0.36±0.07 Hz) and the diastolic depolarisation rate (Control 20.32±3.77 vs remdesivir 217 

7.74±1.19 mV/s), and tended to decrease the maximum depolarisation rate (Control 40.94±7.42 vs 218 

remdesivir 21.7±6.38 mV/s) (Fig. 4). The action potential amplitude, and maximal diastolic potential 219 

were similar in control and hiPSC-CMs treated with remdesivir.  220 

  221 

3.4 Remdesivir induced persistent cardiac damage  222 

Our results so far demonstrated that remdesivir caused mitochondrial, structural and 223 

electrophysiological abnormalities, but significant changes associated with irreversible damage such 224 

as Δψm depolarisation and nuclear condensation were not observed. We therefore asked if damage 225 

induced by remdesivir was transient and reversible. To address this, hiPSC-CMs were exposed to 226 

remdesivir as described previously, followed by ‘recovery’ for 3 days in media devoid of this drug 227 

under normoxic conditions to simulate patient recovery after the cessation of remdesivir treatment 228 

(Fig. 5A). Remdesivir dose-dependently altered redox potential under normoxic and hypoxic 229 

conditions. It significantly decreased redox potential by 31.1±5.3% and 44.1±8.1% at 2.5 µM and 230 

12.5 µM under normoxic condition, and by 41.0±8.7% and 54.6±8.5% under hypoxic conditions (Fig. 231 

5B).  232 
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 We also evaluated whether remdesivir-induced mitochondrial fragmentation was reversed 233 

upon recovery. While low dose of remdesivir (0.5 µM) altered mitochondrial morphology 234 

immediately after treatment (Fig. 1C), no significant difference was detected between control and 235 

treated cells upon recovery (Fig. 5C). By contrast, the mitochondria of hiPSC-CMs treated with 236 

higher doses of this drug (2.5 µM and 12.5 µM) remained more fragmented than control. The 237 

proportion of cells with elongated mitochondria decreased from 40.1±4.5% in control CMs to 238 

17.2±6.6% and 7.3±3.8% in hiPSC-CMs treated with 2.5 µM and 12.5 µM of remdesivir respectively. 239 

Similar trends were observed under hypoxic conditions: showing a decrease in elongated 240 

mitochondria from 47.4±4.9% in control to 19.7±2.5% and 4.6±2.1% with 2.5 µM and 12.5 µM 241 

remdesivir, and this was accompanied by a corresponding increase in the proportion of cells with 242 

punctate mitochondria from 46.1±3.8% to 66.1±1.1% and 65.5±6.6%. The proportion of cells with 243 

perinuclear mitochondria increased from 6.5±1.5% in control to 29.9±5.7% with 12.5 µM remdesivir, 244 

demonstrating persistent mitochondrial damage (Fig. 5C). Apart from mitochondrial changes, 245 

structural alterations also persisted beyond the three-day treatment period. Cells treated with 2.5 µM 246 

and 12.5 µM of remdesivir showed disorganised sarcomeric arrangement analogous to the patterns 247 

seen immediately after treatment (Fig. 3A and 5D).  248 

 We evaluated the prevalence of nuclear condensation as a surrogate for apoptosis and cell 249 

death. Although no significant increase in nuclear condensation was seen immediately after three 250 

days of treatment (Fig. 3B), a dose dependent increase in the proportion of condensed nuclei was 251 

observed in hiPSC-CMs three days after they were treated with 2.5 µM and 12.5 µM of remdesivir 252 

(Fig. 5E). The same trend was also observed with the TUNEL assay, which detects DNA breaks, 253 

further confirming that remdesivir-induced cardiotoxicity can ultimately lead to increased apoptosis 254 

(Fig. S6).  255 

 Lastly, we extended our ‘recovery’ period to 14 days and asked if mitochondrial and structural 256 

abnormalities could still be observed. Human iPSC-CMs treated with remdesivir exhibited 257 

significantly reduced redox potential of 35.4±6.4% and 43.0±5.6% at 2.5 µM and 12.5 µM under 258 
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normoxic and 22.7±3.8% at 2.5 µM under hypoxic conditions, compared to control (Fig. S7A). 259 

Mitochondrial fragmentation and sarcomeric disarray were also apparent, showing that remdesivir 260 

treatment had a long term detrimental impact on hiPSC-CMs (Fig. S7B and C). 261 

 In summary, remdesivir induced mitochondrial and structural damage which persisted beyond 262 

the treatment period, culminating in increased cell death. 263 

  264 

3.5 Remdesivir-induced cardiotoxicity could be ameliorated by an inhibitor of 265 

mitochondrial fission 266 

 Given the extensive mitochondrial fragmentation observed in remdesivir treated hiPSC-CMs, 267 

we proposed that excessive mitochondrial fission might underlie the cardiotoxic effects induced by 268 

this drug, and that the inhibition of DRP138, 39, a master regulator of mitochondrial fission, could 269 

protect against remdesivir. We tested this by applying mdivi-1, which is a well-established inhibitor 270 

of DRP140, to hiPSC-CMs. Human iPSC-CMs treated with mdivi-1 alone had similar redox potential, 271 

exhibited elongated mitochondria and organised sarcomeres comparable to control cells (Fig. 6A and 272 

S8A). Mdivi-1 has been shown to have an IC50 of 10 µM for mitochondrial fragmentation in human 273 

cells41. We therefore tested the ability of 5 µM, 15 µM, 50 µM of mdivi-1 to repress remdesivir 274 

induced mitochondrial fragmentation. 15 µM of remdesivir was found to be most consistently 275 

protective and was used for subsequent experiments (Fig. S8B). Co-treatment of mdivi-1 with 2.5 276 

µM remdesivir significantly promoted the formation of elongated mitochondria under normoxic 277 

conditions compared to cells treated with remdesivir alone (Fig. 6B). Mdivi-1 treatment also produced 278 

a corresponding decrease in the proportion of cells with punctate mitochondria under hypoxia. Similar 279 

observations were made using immunostaining with anti-TOM20 antibody (Fig. S3A), further 280 

confirming the protective effects of mdivi-1. However, at 12.5 µM remdesivir, mdivi-1 could only 281 

significantly protect hiPSC-CMs under hypoxic but not normoxic conditions.  282 

We next tested if preventing mitochondrial fragmentation with mdivi-1 could normalise redox 283 

potential in hiPSC-CMs. Under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions, mdivi-1 restored redox 284 
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potential in hiPSC-CMs treated with 2.5 µM of remdesivir to near control levels (Fig. 6A). However, 285 

the same trend was not observed at 12.5 µM of remdesivir, at which mdivi-1 did not have noticeable 286 

effect.  287 

The structural abnormalities induced by remdesivir could also be ameliorated by mdivi-1.  288 

Mdivi-1 improved the sarcomere arrangement of CMs treated with 2.5 µM, and 12.5 µM of 289 

remdesivir (Fig. 6C). Myofibrils were more densely packed, and MLC2V-eGFP signal was more 290 

striated with mdivi-1 co-treatment than remdesivir alone.  291 

Lastly, we measured the level of DRP1 mRNA and protein in control and remdesivir-treated 292 

cells to test if remdesivir directly altered DRP1 expression. Although DRP1 mRNA showed a dose-293 

dependent and significant increase in cells treated with remdesivir (Fig. S8C), there was no noticeable 294 

change in protein expression (Fig. S8D). These results showed that while DRP1 participated in the 295 

pathogenesis of remdesivir induced cardiotoxicity, remdesivir did not promote mitochondrial fission 296 

via upregulation of this protein.  297 

In summary, our results showed that remdesivir induced cardiotoxicity was preventable and 298 

could be ameliorated by mdivi-1 in vitro, and identified excessive mitochondrial fission to be a 299 

mechanistic contributor to this phenotype. 300 

 301 

3.6 The cardiotoxic effect of remdesivir is not cell-line specific 302 

 Key findings were validated in a second hiPSC line, MDI-C16, showing that our results are 303 

not cell line dependent. These experiments confirmed reduced redox potential (Fig. S9A) and 304 

mitochondrial fragmentation (Fig. S9B) upon remdesivir treatment. These changes persisted for at 305 

least three days after remdesivir treatment (Fig. S10) and mdivi-1 ameliorated the toxicity induced 306 

by remdesivir (Fig. S9C).   307 

 308 

4. Discussion 309 
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Remdesivir is a nucleotide analogue effective against COVID-19, but its potential to cause 310 

cardiotoxicity is unclear. Using an in vitro hiPSC-CM model, we showed that remdesivir induced 311 

cardiotoxicity at clinically relevant concentrations under normoxic and hypoxic conditions. 312 

Mitochondrial dysfunctions and sarcomere disarray were detected, and they persisted after cessation 313 

of treatment. Consistent with recent clinical reports of serious bradycardia, remdesivir also perturbed 314 

electrophysiological properties of hiPSC-CMs. This is the first report of adverse and persistent 315 

cardiac effects associated with remdesivir at clinically relevant concentrations and highlights the 316 

importance of cardiac monitoring in patients treated with this drug. Importantly, inhibition of 317 

mitochondrial fission protected against mitochondrial fragmentation, normalised redox potential and 318 

prevented sarcomere disarray, showing that remdesivir induced cardiotoxicity can be ameliorated.  319 

The efficacy of remdesivir against COVID-19 has been demonstrated in many in vitro and in 320 

vivo studies.2, 3 Remdesivir is effective in vitro in the sub-micromolar range: it blocked SARS-CoV-321 

2 infection in African green monkey kidney Vero E6 cells with an EC50 and EC90 of 0.77 μM and 322 

1.76 μM respectively,3  and in human airway epithelial cells, at an IC50 of 0.069 μM.42 Remdesivir 323 

is also efficacious in randomised clinical trials and shortened time to recovery.5 In light of these 324 

findings, remdesivir received authorisation from the US FDA for use in hospitalised patients with 325 

COVID-19 with a standard dose of 200 mg, followed by daily doses of 100 mg for 4 or 9 days. In 326 

healthy adult volunteers receiving a similar dose regimen, and the peak plasma concentrations were 327 

5.4 μg/mL (9.0 μM) on day 1 and 2.6 μg/mL (4.3 μM) on day 5.36 Thus both the EC50 and the Cmax 328 

of remdesivir are within the dosage range tested in this study (0.1-12.5 μM). We first detected 329 

increased mitochondrial fragmentation at 0.5 μM but these perturbations did not persist. On the other 330 

hand, multiple features of mitochondrial and sarcomeric abnormalities were observed at ≥ 2.5 μM 331 

under normoxic and hypoxic conditions, which is 3.6 and 1.7 fold below Cmax in patients on day 1 332 

and 5 of treatment. Importantly, these abnormalities persisted after cessation of treatment, 333 

culminating in increased cell death.  334 
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 Mitochondrial toxicity of remdesivir has been demonstrated in two human intestinal (HT29 335 

and HCT116) and two human liver cell lines (HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5) at high doses of 10 or 20 μM.43 336 

Conversely, a recent report evaluated the effect of remdesivir using a panel of cell lines and primary 337 

cells, and concluded that remdesivir had a low potential to elicit off-target toxicity, although 338 

significant cell line specific differences were noted.44 Neither of the two reports included CMs. Ours 339 

is the first report of persistent mitochondrial toxicity in CMs at clinically relevant concentrations. By 340 

systematically evaluating the mitochondrial phenotype of remdesivir treated cells, we showed that 341 

remdesivir primarily induced mitochondrial fragmentation, suppressed mitochondrial respiration and 342 

reduced redox potential. Mitochondrial damage may occur via various mechanisms. The toxicity of 343 

ribonucleoside/nucleotide analogues has largely been attributed to inhibition of POLRMT11, the RNA 344 

polymerase responsible for the transcription of mitochondria DNA. However, purified human 345 

mitochondrial RNA polymerase has been shown to effectively discriminate against remdesivir-346 

triphosphate with a selectivity value of ~500-fold,45 and remdesivir triphosphate was found to have 347 

negligible effect on key human DNA and RNA polymerases44, suggesting that inhibition of the latter 348 

is unlikely to be a major contributor of the cardiotoxic effects of remdesivir. Instead, we identified 349 

excessive mitochondrial fission to be a critical driver of the remdesivir induced abnormalities, since 350 

the inhibition of the former with a small molecule inhibitor, mdivi-1, reduced mitochondrial 351 

fragmentation, normalised redox potential and improved sarcomeric arrangement in cells treated with 352 

2.5 μM of remdesivir. Excessive mitochondrial fragmentation has previously been shown to 353 

contribute to a range of cardiac disorders and mdivi-1 is cardioprotective in the settings of 354 

doxorubicin induced cardiotoxicity,46 ischemia-reperfusion injury,47, 48 and pressure overload induced 355 

heart failure.49 Here we provide important proof-of-principle that cardioprotective strategies (such as 356 

mdivi-1) can be employed to at least partially protect CMs against the cardiotoxic effects of 357 

remdesivir. It is possible that additional factors contribute to the cardiotoxicity of remdesivir at 358 

extremely high doses and this may explain the lesser ability of mdivi-1 to protect against remdesivir 359 

at 12.5 μM. 360 
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 We initially reasoned that hypoxia might potentiate the mitochondrial toxicity induced by 361 

remdesivir; instead remdesivir induced similar level of toxicity under normoxic and hypoxic 362 

conditions. These unexpected findings may relate to the severity of hypoxia used in the study. There 363 

is a paucity of data that directly correlates oxygen saturation in vivo with oxygen concentration in 364 

vitro. Furthermore, COVID-19 patients exhibit highly diverse oxygen saturation ranging from normal 365 

(>95%), to very low (<70%).50 It is therefore difficult to choose an O2 concentration in vitro to 366 

represent all patients. Since remdesivir was found to be most effective in patients with mild hypoxia 367 

(i.e. requiring oxygen supplementation but not mechanical ventilation)5, we chose an oxygen (O2) 368 

concentration of 2.5% to simulate mild hypoxia that did not directly cause cell death. It is possible 369 

that the relatively mild conditions used was not enough to exacerbate the effects of remdesivir.   370 

 In addition to mitochondrial damage, single cell patch clamp analysis revealed 371 

electrophysiological alterations in hiPSC-CMs treated with 2.5 μM of remdesivir. Specifically, 372 

remdesivir decreased firing frequency and this is consistent with a previous examination of remdesivir 373 

using multi-electrode array analysis, which showed prolonged field potential duration and reduced 374 

beating rates.32 Both our observations are in line with recent reports of bradycardia observed in 375 

patients.51, 52  376 

Remdesivir was previously considered to be safe in animal studies and in clinical trials. 377 

Remdesivir has been associated with a slight increase in the risk of cardiac arrest (1.9% vs 1.4%) and 378 

serious atrial fibrillation (0.9% vs 0.2%) compared to placebo in one clinical study5, but the Solidarity 379 

trial by the WHO showed similar rates of cardiac death (0.3% vs 0.4%).7 Adverse cardiovascular 380 

events and evaluations of cardiac stress markers were not reported in two other clinical studies.53, 54 381 

Due to the low numbers of cardiovascular incidences reported, it is unclear whether the difference in 382 

cardiac outcome observed between remdesivir and placebo groups are significant, but immediate, 383 

overt cardiotoxicity was not apparent. There are potentially multiple reasons for the dichotomy 384 

between our study and currently available clinical data. Firstly, we utilised in vitro derived hiPSC-385 

CMs, which may be immature and may not respond in the same manner as human adult CMs.55-58 386 
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Secondly, the cardiotoxicity of remdesivir initially manifests as mitochondrial and structural 387 

abnormalities without overt cell death during the treatment period, and may not be immediately 388 

apparent in clinical trials, which primarily report acute clinical adverse events. Thirdly and 389 

importantly, pre-existing cardiac co-morbidities, and direct cardiac damage caused by COVID-19 390 

may mask any adverse effects of remdesivir. Further investigations in animal models or in patients 391 

would be critical to confirm cardiotoxicity in vivo. For clinical monitoring, high sensitivity troponin 392 

measurements, which can detect the death of CMs, may be informative during and after treatment. 393 

Cardiovascular magnetic resonance have already been used to reveal lower left ventricular ejection 394 

fraction, higher left ventricle volumes, and raised native T1 and T2 in patients recovered from 395 

COVID-1959 and may aid in the detection of subtle changes in cardiac function induced by 396 

remdesivir. 397 

Remdesivir is currently used clinically at a concentration that far exceeds its effective 398 

concentration in vitro. Remdesivir can inhibit SARS-CoV-2 in African green monkey kidney Vero 399 

E6 and human airway epithelial cells with an EC/IC50 of 0.77 μM and 0.069 μM. respectively3, 42. 400 

Similarly, recent studies in hPSC-CMs also demonstrated efficacy of remdesivir at 0.2-0.6 μM.22, 32 401 

While remdesivir induced cardiotoxicity ≥2.5 μM, we did not observe persistent functional alterations 402 

at low concentration of this drug closer to its in vitro effective dose (0.1 μM and 0.5 μM). It may be 403 

beneficial to assess the in vivo efficacy of this drug at lower doses to minimise adverse effects. 404 

Consistent with this, clinical trials comparing 5 or 10 days of remdesivir treatment either showed that 405 

there was no statistically significant difference in clinical outcome, or that the 5-day regimen was 406 

slightly superior.53, 54 A careful titration of dose and duration, and alternate formulations of 407 

remdesivir60 may help to balance antiviral efficacy with cardiotoxic risks. 408 

 Despite the limitations of our model, the demonstration of persistent cardiotoxicity at 409 

clinically relevant concentrations highlight the need for further investigations of cardiotoxicity in in 410 

vivo animal models, and clinical studies. Adult CMs have limited ability to regenerate, thus treatment-411 

induced cardiotoxicity can potentially cause irreparable harm to patients already made vulnerable by 412 
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cardiovascular co-morbidities and cardiac damage caused by viral infection. Functional cardiac 413 

monitoring in the clinic are warranted such that cardiotoxicity does not contribute to the long term 414 

sequelae of COVID-19 patients.  415 
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Figure Legends 674 

 675 

Figure 1.  Remdesivir induced mitochondrial dysfunction in hiPSC-CMs.  676 

Human iPSC-CMs were treated with indicated doses of remdesivir under normoxic or hypoxic 677 

conditions for 3 days. (A) Mitochondrial redox activity was measured using the PrestoBlue assay, 678 

n=11. (B) Seahorse metabolic flux analysis revealed altered metabolic profiles upon remdesivir 679 

treatment. Oxygen consumption rate=OCR, OGN=oligomycin, FCCP=Carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoro-680 

methoxyphenyl hydrazone, Rot/AA=Rotenone+actimycin. Key parameters are summarised and 681 

graphed: Normoxia: n=5, Hypoxia: n=6. (C) Confocal fluorescence images of mitotracker dye 682 

staining (red) revealed disturbed mitochondrial organisation in hiPSC-CMs treated with remdesivir. 683 

Hoescht nuclear staining is in blue. The proportion of cells with elongated (asterick), punctate 684 

(arrowhead) and perinuclear (arrow) mitochondria were quantified, n=7. Statistical significance was 685 

calculated relative to control cells using the one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparisons 686 

test for (A, B), and two-way ANOVA with Sidak's multiple comparisons test for (C), *p<0.05, 687 

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Scale bar = 10μm. 688 

 689 

Figure 2.  Remdesivir perturbed the expression of genes important for mitochondrial function.  690 

Human iPSC-CMs were treated with indicated doses of remdesivir under normoxic or hypoxic 691 

conditions for 3 days. The expression of selected genes were measured by qRT-PCR, normalised to 692 

B2M, n=5. Statistical significance was calculated using the one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple 693 

comparisons relative to control cells *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 694 

 695 

Figure 3.  Remdesivir induced sarcomeric disarray in hiPSC-CMs.  696 

(A) Confocal images of hiPSC-CMs showing MLC2V-eGFP signal in green, Hoescht nuclear 697 

staining in blue. Representative images of 6 independent batches of cells are shown. Control hiPSC-698 

CMs have densely-packed, striated MLC2V-eGFP signal, reflecting its localization to the thick 699 
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filaments of sarcomeres, and was absent from the Z-disk and I-band. Sparse and truncated sarcomeres 700 

(arrowheads), patchy MLC2V-eGFP signal with no or poorly discernible organisation (arrows) could 701 

be detected in cells treated with high doses of remdesivir. (B) The proportion of cells with condensed 702 

nuclei was assessed among control cells and cells treated with the indicated doses of remdesivir. 703 

Statistical significance was examined using the one-way ANOVA test and no statistically significant 704 

difference was detected among the samples, n=8. 705 

 706 

Figure 4.  Remdesivir altered the electrophysiological properties of hiPSC-CMs.  707 

Human iPSC-CMs were treated with/without 2.5μM of remdesivir under normoxic conditions for 3 708 

days. The electrophysiological properties were measured using patch-clamp analysis. (A) 709 

Representative tracings and (B) action potential parameters of control and remdesivir-treated cells 710 

are shown. Statistical significance was calculated relative to control cells using the student’s T-test, 711 

n=14 *p<0.05, **p<0.01. 712 

 713 

Figure 5.  Remdesivir induced persistent mitochondrial and structural abnormalities in hiPSC-714 

CMs.  715 

(A) Human iPSC-CMs were treated with indicated doses of remdesivir under normoxic (blue) or 716 

hypoxic (yellow) conditions for 3 days, and allowed to recover in the absence of remdesivir for 3 717 

more days under normoxic conditions. (B) Mitochondrial redox activity was measured using the 718 

PrestoBlue assay, n=8. (C) Confocal fluorescence images of mitotracker dye staining (red) revealed 719 

elongated mitochondria (asterick) in most control cells, while the majority of remdesivir treated cells 720 

had punctate mitochondria (arrowhead). Perinuclear mitochondria (arrow) were enriched in cells 721 

treated with 12.5 μM of remdesivir, n=5. Hoescht nuclear staining is in blue. (D) Confocal images of 722 

hiPSC-CMs showing MLC2V-eGFP signal in green, Hoescht nuclear staining in blue. Sparse and 723 

truncated sarcomeres (arrowheads), patchy MLC2V-eGFP signal with no or poorly discernible 724 

organisation (arrows) could be detected in cells treated with remdesivir. Dotted arrow indicates a cell 725 
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with brightly stained, condensed nuclei. (E) Quantification of cells with condensed nuclei, n=6. 726 

Statistical significance was calculated relative to control cells using the one-way ANOVA with 727 

Dunnett's multiple comparisons test for (B) and (E), and two-way ANOVA with Sidak's multiple 728 

comparisons test for (C), *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Scale bar = 10μm. 729 

 730 

Figure 6.  An inhibitor of mitochondrial fission protected against remdesivir induced 731 

cardiotoxicity. 732 

Human iPSC-CMs were treated with indicated doses of remdesivir under normoxic or hypoxic 733 

conditions, in the presence/absence of mdivi-1 (MD, 15 μM). (A) Mitochondrial redox activity was 734 

measured using the PrestoBlue assay, n=7. (B) Mitochondrial morphology was assessed using 735 

mitotracker staining in red, Hoescht nuclear staining in blue, n=6 for normoxia and n=5 for hypoxia. 736 

MD co-treatment with 2.5 μM remdesivir increased the proportion of cells with elongated 737 

mitochondria (asterisk), while cells treated with remdesivir alone displayed mostly punctate 738 

(arrowhead) and perinuclear (arrow) mitochondria. (C) Confocal images of hiPSC-CMs showing 739 

MLC2V-eGFP signal in green. Sparse and truncated sarcomeres (arrowheads), patchy MLC2V-eGFP 740 

signal with no or poorly discernible organisation (arrows) were enriched in cells with remdesivir 741 

alone, while MD co-treatment resulted in more striated sarcomeres. Statistical significance was 742 

calculated using the (A) one-way ANOVA with Sidak's multiple comparisons test against cells treated 743 

with remdesivir alone without MD, and two-way ANOVA with Sidak's multiple comparisons test 744 

against cells treated with remdesivir alone without MD for (B). *p<0.05, **p<0.01. Scale bar = 10μm. 745 

 746 
 747 
 748 
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